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Memristor Neural Network 
Implementation
Evaluation of Memristor System Adaptive Control  Using Neural NetsMotivation
• Control algorithms are used in almost all
mechanical and electrical systems for controlling
movements and activities.
• Control algorithms are highly computationally
intensive, requiring the use of high powered
computers and this makes their use in mobile
platforms (especially small robots) almost
impossible.
• Memristor based circuits implement neural
networks at high speeds, but at several orders of
magnitude lower power than traditional computers.
• Control systems on memristor neural learning
circuit is designed for achieving such highly
computationally intensive processes at lower power.
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Energy efficiency over GPU for training Energy breakdown for training
Digital Memristor
Forward Pass
32.8% 3.9%
Backward & Weight update
64.3% 75.4%
3D eDRAM Dynamic
0.5% 1.5%
3D eDRAM Static
2.4% 19.2%
Digital Memristor
MNIST 3917 26,509
COIL-20 8287 106,048
COIL-100 5546 78,149
Average 5917 70,235
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Plot of functions f(x) and h(x)
Block diagram of an adaptive control loop Selected application: Surge Tank
Memristor crossbarNeural network Implementation of a neuron
Device core architectureLayer-wise implementation
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Function A = 0.5h2 + 3
Function A = 2h2 + 0.3
MSE = 2.93,   CE = 10.1457 MSE = 3.44,   CE = 11.28 MSE = 3.31,   CE = 11.31
MSE = 2.56E+03,   CE = 24.90 MSE = 600.93,   CE = 1.09E+03
1→10→1 
MSE = 742.92,   CE = 305.74
1→500→60→200→1 
MSE = 439.58,   CE = 101.19
1→500→ 160→ 200→30→1 
• Control energy (CE) of SLP is in 103 magnitude.
• 3 layer MLP has unacceptable spike.
• 4 layer MLP resolve that and has good values for
MSE and CE.
OBSERVATION
❖ Deep neural networks are good for advanced
control algorithms.
❖ Memristor based devices support lower power for
advanced computations.
